AUTUMN 2021

Professional Development & Revision
GCSE & A-level

GEOGRAPHY
Live • On-Demand • Bespoke
Discover our suite of teacher training
and revision opportunities inside that
will inspire and boost confidence.
Access and engage anytime, anywhere.

DISCOVER YOUR DISCOUNT CODES INSIDE >

Why book with us?
At Hodder Education, we work closely with schools,
authors and trainers to create high-quality on-demand
packs and deliver exceptional teacher training.
• Delivered by trainers that you know and trust
• Over 7,000 teachers trusted us with their
CPD requirements last year
• Programmes built around the DfE’s standard for
teachers’ professional development framework
• All online events are shared with you to watch
whenever, wherever, for up to 6-months.
We know that every classroom need is different which is
why we have expanded our opportunities to ensure you
and your students can access our Geography training and
revision in a way that works for you.
All of our events are not official exam board events and therefore the views and messages shared are not representative of
the exam boards. For more information about the syllabuses and official events, please visit the relevant websites.

20%
off

e

BUILD YOUR OWN EVENT
Host a bespoke event (either in-school or
online) and invite local schools or centres
in your academy chain to attend. Visit
hoddereducation.co.uk/bespoke-events
to find out more.
CPD RESOURCE PACKS & ON-DEMAND
STUDENT WEBINARS
Our instantly downloadable packs and
On-Demand Student Webinars are a fantastic way
to access training/revision anytime and anywhere,
meaning you and your students can take control
of your learning at a time and place that suits you.
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REGIONAL EVENTS
Following the latest COVID-secure
*
di
guidelines, our regional workshops
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tc
are developed and delivered by the
leading experts that you know and trust.
Visit hoddereducation.co.uk/COVID-secure for
our up-to-date plans for keeping you safe.
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Live events and On-Demand
Packs from Hodder Education
ONLINE TEACHER WORKSHOPS AND
WEBINARS
Take part in interactive live CPD that’s core
focus is on improving and evaluating student
outcomes. Can’t attend live? You can still book!
All registered teachers receive both recordings
to watch as many times as you want, for up to
6 months.

MULTI-WEBINAR SAVINGS!**
Buy 1 webinar and get a
second for half price

PROMO CODE TO USE

WI0009040

Buy 2 webinars, get a 3rd free

WF0008815

Buy 3 webinars, get a 4th free

WB0000460

*Terms and conditions apply. UK and European educational
establishments only. Orders must be placed by 03/10/2021 using
discount code WX0005011. This discount code is not valid in
conjunction with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively.
Discount only applies to Teacher Training days and excludes Teacher
Webinars, Student Webinars and Conferences.
**Terms and Conditions apply. UK and European educational
establishments only. Orders must be placed by 31/12/2021 using the
relevant discount code. This discount code is not valid in conjunction
with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively. Discount
applies to Webinars only and excludes all other types of products.

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Geography-Autumn21

01295 222777

ONLINE WORKSHOP

Session 1: Thursday, 23rd September 2021
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Inspiring learning and maximising potential
• Strategies for inspiring and enthusing students
• Assessment focus
• Teaching strategies to help maximise marks
• Making the most of KS3 to ensure high level success

4.30pm

Strategies and skills for improving outcomes:
Physical Geography – Paper 1
• Creative and exciting strategies
• Delivering geographical skills through practical
activities
• Creative approaches to develop answers

5.30pm

Session ends

Workshop trainer: Vicky McKinlay
Online session 1: Thursday, 23rd September 2021
Online session 2: Thursday, 30th September 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA230921
Inspire, engage and challenge your low to middle grade AQA
GCSE Geography students. This online workshop, split across
two sessions, will equip you with the strategies and skills that you
need to maximise the potential of low and middle achievers.

GCSE

• Reflect upon your delivery of the specification, considering how
you can improve the experience for 1–6 students

Session 2: Thursday, 30th September 2021

• Learn how to prepare low and middle-level students for exam
success, looking in detail at command words and high-tariff
questions

3.30pm

Welcome back and sound checks

3.35pm

Strategies and skills for raising grades: Human
Geography – Paper 2
• Delivering geographical skills through practical
activities
• Practical approaches to develop answers

4.35pm

Strategies and skills to maximise the extra marks –
Geographical Skills – Paper 3
• Maximising potential in Section A: Issue Evaluation,
with particular focus on the high tariff marks
including the DME
• Focus on Section B: Fieldwork, promoting the
efficient ‘hoovering up’ of the low tariff marks and
coping with geographical skills
• Maximising potential using fieldwork investigations,
with particular focus on the 9-mark question

5.30pm

Workshop ends

• Discover creative strategies for teaching the skills and concepts of
Physical and Human Geography
• Receive the full recording and resources to watch as many times
as you want, for up to 6 months

ONLINE WORKSHOP

AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography:
Supporting Year 11 students ahead of
the 2022 assessments

AQA

3.30pm

• Take a look at the exam requirements and how students can
maximise marks in the different question types

Resources that make things easier
• Making use of prepared material
• What’s out there?
5.30pm

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

Session ends

Session 2: Thursday, 14th October 2021
3.30pm

Welcome back and sound checks

3.35pm

Preparing for mocks and early assessments
• When and how many?
• Revision strategies
• Spaced practice

4.40pm

Focusing on skills and discussion
• Identifying topics and techniques to get students
talking again
• Preparation for Paper 3 DME

5.30pm

Workshop ends

• Explore how assessments can be used in different ways to
practise, revise and consolidate knowledge and skills
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

Introductions and sound checks
Where are we? Planning for success
• Changes to the exams in 2022
• Revisiting material taught remotely
• Strategies to highlight gaps
• Threshold concepts, synopticity, memory retrieval
and dual coding

Online session 1: Thursday, 7th October 2021
Online session 2: Thursday, 14th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA071021

• Discuss strategies to simplify the content, including ideas on how
to blend teaching and revision effectively

GCSE

Session 1: Thursday, 7th October 2021

Workshop trainers: Vicky McKinlay & Sarah Wheeler

Explore how you can provide effective support for your Year 11
students so they can approach their AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography
assessment next year with complete confidence.

AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography: Helping
low & middle ability students improve
their grades (1-6)

AQA

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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AQA GCSE

ONLINE WORKSHOP

AQA

New to teaching AQA GCSE (9-1)
Geography

9.30am

Introductions and sound checks

9.35am

An overview of the specification
• Content overview
• Assessment
• Tackling the exam questions

10.35am

Comfort break

10.45am

Physical Geography – Paper 1
• Detailed review of the content
• Considering the tricky bits
• Natural Hazards teaching strategies including
incorporating skills
• Ecosystems – examples and case studies
• Physical Landscapes in the UK

11.45am

Comfort break

12.15pm

Human Geography – Paper 2
• Detailed review of the content
• Urban Issues – case studies and examples
• Changing Economic World – linking concepts
• Resource Management – teaching skills through
content

1.15pm

Comfort break

1.25pm

Geographical Applications – Paper 3
• The Decision-Making Exercise, using the prerelease booklet
• Fieldwork – challenges and opportunities including
suggested topics and titles
• Skills – revision of types of skills

2.30pm

Workshop ends

Workshop trainer: Sarah Wheeler
Online: Monday, 11th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA111021
Boost your understanding of the AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography
content and assessment requirements and overcome the
challenges of delivering a new course in 2021/22 by joining
leading expert Sarah Wheeler on this online workshop.
Perfect for teachers looking ahead to their first year of GCSE
Geography as well as those who are experienced but will be
delivering AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography for the first time.
• Explore teaching strategies for integrating geographical skills into
classroom lessons and delve into what content you will cover for
Physical and Human Geography
• Focus on ways to deliver exciting and interesting lessons and
access a wealth of resources that you can use straight away
• Discuss strategies for maximising students’ performance, taking
into account the challenges posed by lockdown

GCSE

• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

TEACHER WEBINAR

AQA

AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography: Improving
exam performance for 7-9 students

3.00pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.05pm

Inspiring learning and maximising potential
• Strategies for inspiring and enthusing high
achieving students
• Assessment focus
• Teaching strategies to help maximise marks in the
exams

4.15pm

Strategies and skills for hitting grades 7 – 9
• Creative and exciting strategies for delivering
Human and Physical Geography
• Delivering skills through practical activities
• Practical and creative approaches to delivering
case studies and examples
• Issue evaluation and fieldwork

6.00pm

Webinar ends

Webinar trainer: Sarah Wheeler
Online: Thursday, 4th November 2021
Webinar fee: £100 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA041121
Explore how you can inspire, engage and challenge your topgrade AQA GCSE Geography students; this webinar will equip
you with the strategies and skills that you need to maximise the
potential of high achievers.
• Reflect upon your delivery of the specification, considering how
you can improve the experience for 7–9 students

GCSE

• Discover creative strategies for teaching the skills and concepts of
Physical and Human Geography
• Explore practical activities, examples and case studies that will
motivate and develop 7–9 students
• Receive the full recording and resources to watch as many times
as you want, for up to 6 months
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CPD RESOURCE PACK

AQA

GCSE

AQA GCSE

Dorset’s Jurassic Coast: AQA GCSE 360° Immersive
Coastal Landscapes Case Study CPD Pack
Pack authors: Bob Digby, David Holmes & Lesson House Field Centre
Digital download
Pack fee: £100 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398340732
Deliver confident lessons on the Dorset coastline with complete confidence by joining
our virtual tour of the Jurassic Coast, supported by experts from Leeson House Field
Centre.
A ‘must’ for everyone delivering the AQA GCSE Geography Coastal Landscapes in the UK
option, this CPD resource pack, containing a 90-minute webinar, will:
• Cover the essential content, concepts and themes that students need to understand in
terms of physical coastal processes
• Offer an example of a section of coastline showcasing landforms of both erosion and
deposition
• Help you bring the coastal environment to life through a 360° virtual tour of classic
locations (including Studland, Swanage, Lulworth Cove and Chesil Beach)

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACK

AQA

GCSE

AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography: Guided Assessment
Practice Pack
Pack authors: Keith Bartlett & Sarah Wheeler
Digital download
Pack fee: £150 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398343269
Written by the leading experts that you know and trust, this Guided Assessment Practice
Pack will provide you with a time-saving, downloadable resource that will ensure your
students continue to develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and
beyond.
Perfect for in-class and remote learning, this resource includes a student-focused guided
audio tour through the key content and the different exam style questions, as well as two
printable question papers with accompanying mark schemes that can be used to assess
understanding, highlight gaps in knowledge and record student progress. It also includes
follow-up presentations with audio commentary that provides feedback on the practice
question papers for your students to review model answers and common pitfalls.
This accessible, clear and thorough pack is split into 3 components:
• 3 x PowerPoints enhanced with audio commentary that guides students through the key
content and explains how to approach the different question types
• 2 x practice question papers (one for Paper 1, one for Paper 2) with two accompanying
mark schemes
• 2 x follow-up PowerPoints with audio commentary that provides feedback on the practice
question papers, including model answers and common pitfalls

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE

ONLINE WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL

How to teach Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9-1) Geography A

10.00am

Introductions and sound checks

10.05am

The key features of GCSE Geography A
• Focus on the type of Geography that Pearson
Edexcel A delivers
• Explore course structure over 2-3 years
• Key content areas from Paper 1 and 2

10.50am

Comfort break

11.00am

Understanding the assessment – Papers 1 and 2
• Understanding the Assessment Objectives
• Papers 1 and 2 – assessment style and command
words

11.50am

Comfort break

12.00pm

Paper 3: UK Challenges
• Synoptic skills and issues analysis
• Assessment style and exemplars

12.45pm

Comfort break

1.15pm

Fieldwork in the GCSE A specification
• When and where to complete fieldwork in a UK
Human and Physical Geography context
• How fieldwork is assessed in Paper 3

2.00pm

Workshop ends

Workshop trainers: Bob Digby & David Holmes
Online: Tuesday, 12th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEE121021
Be guided by leading experts Bob Digby and David Holmes
through the structure of the Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Geography A specification, the content and skills you will be
delivering, as well as the examinations.
This interactive online workshop is perfect for experienced teachers
who will be delivering this specification for the first time as well as
those who are looking ahead to their first year of GCSE Geography.
• Explore the key features of Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Geography A, including the structure for a 2-year or 3-year GCSE
course
• Hone your knowledge of key Physical and Human Geography
topics for Papers 1 and 2
• Gain in-depth understanding of the exams, mark schemes and
marking process

GCSE A

• Delve into the synoptic issues analysis and fieldwork elements
of the course, with expert advice on conducting fieldwork and
teaching the skills for Paper 3
• Take advantage of our anytime, anywhere access – all registered
teachers receive the full recording and resources to watch as
many times as they want, for up to 6 months

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL

GCSE A

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography A:
Guided Assessment Practice Pack
Pack authors: Bob Digby & David Holmes
Digital download
Pack fee: £150 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398343924
Written by the leading experts that you know and trust, this Guided Assessment Practice
Pack will provide you with a time-saving, downloadable resource that will ensure your
students continue to develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and
beyond.
Perfect for in-class and remote learning, this resource includes student-focused guided
audio tours through the different exam style questions, as well as two printable question
papers with accompanying mark schemes that can be used to assess understanding,
highlight gaps in knowledge and record student progress. It also includes follow-up
presentations with audio commentary that provides feedback on the practice question
papers for your students to review model answers and common pitfalls.
Within the pack, you will find:
• 2 PowerPoints enhanced with audio commentary that guide students through the
different question types and explains how to approach them with confidence
• 2 practice question papers and a Paper 3 Resource Booklet
• 2 follow-up PowerPoints with audio commentary that provide feedback on the practice
question papers, including model answers and common pitfalls
• 2 complete mark schemes
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ON-DEMAND STUDENT WEBINARS

PEARSON EDEXCEL

GCSE A

PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE (9-1) GEOGRAPHY SPECIFICATION A: ON-DEMAND STUDENT WEBINARS

Provide your students with access to our expert-led On-Demand Webinars that will develop their understanding and boost
the skills they require for course success and beyond.
These webinars last 90 minutes but there are regular opportunities to pause and reflect. Activities are provided throughout for
students to complete, so the full resource will take between 2 and 2.5 hours to work through.

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography
Specification A: Core contents and tricky topics

PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE

Webinar trainers: Bob Digby & David Holmes

Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398346871
• Focus on some tricky topics in Physical and Human Geography
• Investigate important global and UK themes
• Review key case studies

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography
Specification A: Skills for exam success
Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398346857
• Focus on interpreting data stimulus resources, using evidence and answering shorter
questions
• Explore how to respond to longer questions with 6-, 8- and 12-mark tariffs including the
command words ‘assess’ and ‘evaluate’
• Examine the decision-making skills that are usually required for Paper 3

About the experts
Bob Digby
Bob is Honorary Treasurer of the GA and is a former President, having been on its Board of Trustees
since 2010. He taught for a total of 35 years, 24 of them in three schools (two as a head of Department),
and 11 in Sheffield, Manchester and Brunel Universities as a PGCE Geography / Education lecturer. He
now freelances, including writing for and editing a wide variety of school textbooks for both GCSE and
A-level markets; leading CPD for Hodder Education; offering a range of fieldwork and other studentfacing sessions including revision; leading practical sessions with PGCE students about assessment; and
examining across a range of examinations at GCSE and A-level.

David Holmes
David is a curriculum designer, fieldwork advocate and senior examiner as well as a lover of geography.
As an ex-teacher and author, he is a long-standing member of the GA and FSC, and has delivered 100s
of teacher and student events for Hodder Education. David is a facilitator for student courses, leading
sessions on student knowledge and revision, across the GCSE and A-level curriculum.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE

ONLINE WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL

How to teach Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9-1) Geography B

10.00am

Introductions and sound checks

10.05am

The key features of GCSE Geography B
• Focus on the type of Geography that Pearson
Edexcel B delivers
• Explore course structure over 2 – 3 years
• Key content areas from Paper 1 and 2

10.50am

Comfort break

11.00am

Understanding the assessment: Papers 1 and 2
• Understanding the Assessment Objectives
• Papers 1 and 2 – assessment style and command
words

11.50am

Comfort break

12.00pm

Paper 3: People-Environment Issues
• Decision-making skills
• Assessment style and exemplars

12.45pm

Comfort break

1.15pm

Fieldwork in the GCSE B specification
• When and where to complete fieldwork in a UK
Human and Physical Geography context
• How fieldwork is assessed in Paper 2

2.00pm

Workshop ends

Workshop trainers: Bob Digby & David Holmes
Online: Monday, 4th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEE041021
Take the opportunity to be guided through Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9-1) Geography B specification with trusted experts Bob Digby
and David Holmes.
This interactive online workshop is perfect for experienced teachers
who will be delivering this specification for the first time as well as
those who are looking ahead to their first year of GCSE Geography.
• Explore the key features of Geography B, including the structure
for a 2-or 3-year GCSE course
• Hone your knowledge of key Physical and Human Geography
topics for Papers 1 and 2
• Gain in-depth understanding of the exams, mark schemes and
marking process
• Delve into the decision-making and fieldwork elements of the
course, with expert advice on conducting fieldwork and delivering
the skills for Paper 3

GCSE B

• Take advantage of our anytime, anywhere access – all registered
teachers receive the full recording and resources to watch as
many times as they want, for up to 6 months
TEACHER WEBINAR

PEARSON EDEXCEL

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Geography B: Supporting Year
11 students ahead of the 2022
assessments
Webinar trainers: Bob Digby & David Holmes

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

A skills checklist
• What are the skills and qualities that GCSE
students need to focus on in the coming year?
• Consider which to focus on and how these
translate into success in terms of assessment

4.00pm

Managing the gaps
• Patchy content and skills coverage due to
disruption has created ‘gaps’ but which are the
important ones?
• Explore areas that need to be covered, as well as
ones that are less significant

4.30pm

Assessment, feedback and mocks
• An update on assessment requirements in 2022
and how to prepare for it
• Consider the demands of assessment and how to
improve performance through targeted practice
and feedback, including how best to prepare for
mock exams

5.00pm

Fieldwork and fieldwork assessment
• Understanding fieldwork assessment, focusing on
the demands of ‘unfamiliar’ scenarios and how to
prepare for these
• A review of the use of virtual fieldwork, and other
alternatives to help develop understanding

5.30pm

Webinar ends

Online: Thursday, 14th October 2021
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: GEO141021
How has the 2020-21 disruption to learning impacted your Year
11 students? Join trusted experts Bob Digby and David Holmes on
our after-school Teacher Webinar to discuss and build a plan to
support your students in the final year of their GCSE.
• Your chance to think about priorities for 2021-22, including areas
of the course and skills to focus on in order to best prepare
students for assessment in 2022
• Practical ideas and approaches to ensure both content and skills
are covered to give students the confidence and tools they need
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months
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GCSE B
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01295 222777

TEACHER WEBINAR

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

The middle
• A detailed look at grade 4-6 work across all exam
papers to understand the qualities and what it
lacks, then consider how to move it up a grade or
two

4.00pm

AO3 skills development
• A focus on developing question interpretation
skills so tasks are fully understood
• Advice to help students ‘evaluate’ and ‘assess’ in
simple but effective ways that improve their score

4.35pm

Generalised assertion and place-free answers
• Practical ideas for extended writing to help move
students from the general and place-free, to
making supported, place specific responses

5.00pm

Practical advice
• Providing feedback to improve performance over
time
• Frameworks for answering Paper 2 and Paper 3
fieldwork and decision-making questions

5.30pm

Webinar ends

Webinar trainers: Bob Digby & David Holmes
Online: Tuesday, 19th October 2021
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: GEO191021
Inspire, engage and challenge your middle grade Pearson Edexcel
GCSE (9-1) Geography students. This online webinar will equip
you with the strategies and skills that you need to maximise the
potential of middle achievers.
• Reflect upon your delivery of the specification, considering how
you can improve the experience for 4–6 students
• Learn how to prepare middle-level students for exam success,
both in terms of skills and content
• Discover creative strategies for teaching the skills and concepts of
Physical and Human Geography
• Receive the full recording and resources to watch as many times
as you want, for up to 6 months

ONLINE WORKSHOP

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Geography B: Aiming for grades 7-9

PEARSON EDEXCEL

Challenge your high-achieving students and support others
to move upwards. This intensive online course is designed for
those teachers wishing to focus on turning grade 6s into 7s and
8s into 9s.
• Your chance to have a collective think about what makes a very
good GCSE geographer, and how we can best support these
students
• Detailed analysis of the skills and understanding that need to be
displayed in a wide range of essay and data stimulus questions

Introductions and sound checks

9.35am

What skills does a 7-9 candidate need?
• A chance to consider the range of skills and
characteristics needed at grade 7-9 level, and how
to develop these
• A detailed consideration of marks required across
the exam papers

10.15am

Comfort break

10.25am

Developing high-level assessment skills
• Explore the range of question styles – from 1- to
8-marks – and show what is needed to perform
consistently at a high-grade level
• There will be a particular focus on evaluation and
conclusions in essay questions

11.10am

Comfort break

11.20am

High-level decision-making skills
• Paper 3 is a chance for good candidates to
really shine; focus on using evidence to make
supported judgements and how to approach the
final ‘decision’ question on Paper 3 to maximise
achievement

12.05pm

Comfort break

12.10pm

Fieldwork and fieldwork exam questions
• Fieldwork questions on Paper 2 are challenging,
and achieving the highest marks means
developing a specialised fieldwork toolkit
• During this session, you will explore how to
support your students to develop a specialised
fieldwork toolkit

1.00pm

Workshop ends

• How best to prepare your students for Paper 3 and foster better
decision-making skills
• Focus on fieldwork and how it needs to be used in the exam
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

GCSE B

9.30am

Workshop trainers: Bob Digby & Cameron Dunn
Online: Wednesday, 17th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEO171121

GCSE B

SAVE

PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Geography B: Improving grades 4-6

PEARSON EDEXCEL

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL

GCSE B

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B:
Guided Assessment Practice Pack
Pack authors: Bob Digby, Cameron Dunn & David Holmes
Digital download
Pack fee: £150 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398343955
Written by the leading experts that you know and trust, this Guided Assessment
Practice Pack will provide you with a time-saving, downloadable resource that will
ensure your students continue to develop the skills and techniques required for course
success, and beyond.
Perfect for in-class and remote learning, this resource includes a student-focused guided
audio tour through the key content and the different exam style questions, as well as three
printable question papers with accompanying mark schemes that can be used to assess
understanding, highlight gaps in knowledge and record student progress. It also includes
follow-up presentations with audio commentary that provides feedback on the practice
question papers for your students to review model answers and common pitfalls.
This accessible, clear and thorough pack contains:
• 3 PowerPoints enhanced with audio commentary that guides students through the key
content of Papers 1, 2 and 3 and explains how to approach the different question types
• Practice Assessment Papers 1, 2 and 3, including a resource booklet for Paper 3
• Mark schemes for all three practice papers
• 3 follow-up PowerPoints with audio commentary that provides feedback on the practice
question paper, including model answers and common pitfalls

ON-DEMAND STUDENT WEBINARS

PEARSON EDEXCEL

GCSE B

PEARSON EDEXCEL GCSE (9-1) GEOGRAPHY SPECIFICATION B: ON-DEMAND
STUDENT WEBINARS
Webinar trainers: Bob Digby & Cameron Dunn
Provide your students with access to our expert-led On-Demand Webinars that will
develop their understanding and boost the skills they require for course success
and beyond.

Core contents and tricky topics
Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398346888
• Focus on some tricky topics in Physical and Human Geography
• Investigate important global and UK themes
• Review key case studies

Skills for exam success
Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398346864
• Focus on interpreting data stimulus resources, using evidence and answering shorter
questions
• Explore how to respond to longer questions with 6-, 8- and 12-mark tariffs including the
command words ‘assess’ and ‘evaluate’
• Examine the decision-making skills that are usually required for Paper 3
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ON-DEMAND TEACHER WEBINARS

RELEVANT FOR ALL

A-LEVEL

Non-Examined Assessment Masterclass: On-Demand Webinars
Our instantly downloadable Masterclass webinars are a fantastic way to access expert NEA support anytime and anywhere,
meaning you can take control of your own professional development at a time and place that suits you.

NEA Masterclass Part 1: Supporting the
Literature Review: On-Demand Webinar
Digital download
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398311305
Build your confidence by watching this recorded webinar that will focus on fieldwork design
and innovative fieldwork methods for the NEA. This on-demand webinar will aid you when
helping your students raise their performance in the A-level Geography Independent
Investigation by increasing understanding of the skills they need to get the highest marks.

RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

Webinar trainer: David Holmes

NEA Masterclass Part 2: Promoting high
quality design and innovative fieldwork:
On-Demand Webinar
Digital download
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398311312
Led by David Holmes, this digital resource will help you support your students in raising
their performance in the A-level Geography Independent Investigation by increasing
their understanding of the skills they need to get the top marks. Build your confidence by
watching this recorded webinar that focuses on the literature review and how it is central in
supporting high quality outcomes for NEAs.
RELEVANT FOR ALL

ON-DEMAND STUDENT ECONFERENCE

A-LEVEL

The Hazards Student eConference
eConference speakers: Cameron Dunn, David Redfern, Professor Iain Stewart, Professor
Fiona Tweed & Sue Warn
Digital download
eConference fee: £150 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398340251
It’s a different world since we hosted over 1,500 students at the 2019 Hazards Day.
Nevertheless, we’re determined to bring our panel of experts to your classrooms with 6
amazing talks about contemporary themes in Geography.
Our pack of immersive pre-recorded lectures will bring real-world insights to your students
that they can apply in their exams – such a rich and diverse panel of speakers is not to be
missed so ensure that you purchase a pack for your school.
This downloadable pack contains links to 6 lectures that can be shared with your students
and watched in class, at home or on any mobile device. Please note: The videos are hosted
online and will expire on 31st December 2021.
What’s included:
• Trends and Risks: rising or falling? (Suitable for AQA A-level students) – Cameron Dunn
• Tectonic hazard and disaster trends: an analysis – Cameron Dunn
• From hazard to disaster – when size doesn’t always matter – David Redfern
• A student’s guide to the fundamentals of plate tectonics – Professor Iain Stewart
• Playing with fire? Living with volcanic risk – Professor Fiona Tweed
• Techniques for writing a top scoring hazard essay – Sue Warn

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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AQA A-LEVEL

TEACHER WEBINAR

AQA

AQA A-level Geography: Helping
students to secure a C grade or above

A-LEVEL

4.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

4.35pm

Online: Wednesday, 29th September 2021
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA290921

The characteristics of E-C students
• Identifying strengths and weaknesses
• Developing organisation and study skills
• Setting appropriate targets to boost performance

5.00pm

Many students will have had disrupted classroom time in 2020
and 2021 and may not have engaged well, or been unable to
engage fully, in remote learning.

Focusing on the examination essentials
• Understanding assessment objectives
• Structuring exam answers to maximise the marks
• Boosting confidence with tricky questions

5.35pm

Easy wins with skills
• Making geographical skills manageable
• Simplifying the 6-mark analysis question
• Using stimuli confidently to show understanding

6.00pm

NEA coursework advice
• Devising realistic NEAs
• Utilising local fieldwork opportunities
• Using secondary data wisely

6.30pm

Webinar ends

Webinar trainers: Stephen Durman & Sally Sumpter

This Teacher Webinar will explore strategies to help boost grades
and provide plenty of tips for preparing students to achieve a C in
their A-level assessment.
• Emphasis will be placed on the skills needed to read, understand
and answer all types of exam questions under time pressure, with
sample essays and data response exemplars to understand the
depth required to reach the highest grades
• Examine approaches on how best to enthuse and motivate students,
and resources that can be implemented immediately in lessons
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months
TEACHER WEBINAR

AQA

Supporting your AQA A-level
Geography Year 13 students ahead of
the 2022 assessment

4.00pm

Introductions and sound checks

4.05pm

Identifying the issues
• Classroom approaches to maximise efficiency
• Focusing on the examination essentials
• Setting targets which move students forward

4.35pm

Maximising exam performance
• Developing excellent extended writing
• The power of a good case study
• How to use AFL to promote independent thinkers

5.05pm

Closing the skills gap
• Delivering geographical skills in the classroom
• Building confidence in the 6-mark analysis
questions
• Making effective use of different stimuli

5.30pm

NEA coursework advice
• Dealing confidently with the NEA
• Utilising local fieldwork opportunities
• Using secondary data wisely

6.00pm

Webinar ends

Webinar trainers: Stephen Durman & Sally Sumpter
Online: Thursday, 14th October 2021
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA141021
Join leading experts Stephen Durman and Sally Sumpter on this
Teacher Webinar to focus on how you can support your students
to make rapid progress after two disrupted years.
Attend live and/or watch the recording to explore plenty of
strategies and tips to help you cover the remaining course content,
set students up for success with the NEA and prepare them for
A-level assessment.
• Explore ways to maximise exam performance with your Year 13s
and discuss common issues that students may face

A-LEVEL

• Explore approaches on how best to enthuse and motivate students,
and resources that can be implemented immediately in lessons
• Focus on the skills students need to read, understand and answer
all types of exam questions under time pressure and explore
sample essays and data response exemplars to understand the
depth required to reach the highest grades
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ONLINE WORKSHOP

A-LEVEL

Session 1: Tuesday, 9th November 2021
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

Workshop trainer: Ian Whittaker

3.35pm

Session 1: Tuesday, 9th November 2021
Session 2: Tuesday, 16th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA091121

Getting started
• Helping with progression from GCSE to A-level
• The key concepts and the structure of the course
• The importance of the assessment objectives and
the concept of connections and links

4.35pm

Human and Physical Geography
• The key features of the core units
• Choosing the right optional units for you
• The importance and role of case studies

5.30pm

Session ends

What do you need to know when teaching AQA A-level
Geography for the first time? This course has been designed
to help address any questions you have in your first year of
teaching A-level Geography. It will help to build your confidence,
especially following the disruption to teaching and learning and
examinations over the last two years.
• Join experienced teacher and best-selling author Ian Whittaker to
explore the structure of the A-level course and the key features
and themes of the specification

Session 2: Tuesday, 16th November 2021
3.30pm

Welcome back and sound checks

3.35pm

Assessment and exams
• Question types, command words, mark tariffs and
mark schemes
• Point based and level marking
• Making good use of assessment in teaching

4.35pm

Geographical skills, fieldwork and NEA
• Incorporating the geographical skills checklist into
your teaching
• Fieldwork – how much should you do and what is
its purpose?
• The key points for preparing for the NEA

5.30pm

Workshop ends

• Become familiar with the structure of assessment, including the
types of questions, Assessment Objectives, mark schemes and
using assessment in teaching
• Focus on how to cover geographical skills, fieldwork and NEA
• Take advantage of our anytime, anywhere access – all registered
teachers receive both recordings to watch as many times as you
want, for up to 6 months

TEACHER WEBINAR

Aiming for A/A* grades in AQA A-level
Geography

AQA
Introductions and sound checks

4.05pm

The A/A* candidate
• What the specifications ask from the best students
• Feedback from the previous exam series and
performance on different question types
• What differentiates performance
• Avoiding potentially costly mistakes

4.30pm

The importance of high-quality extended writing
• Developing critical thinking and synoptic skills
• Effective structuring of evaluative answers
• The importance of thorough case study knowledge
• Strategies to engage the brightest students
• How to mark and feedback effectively

5.00pm

Comfort break

5.05pm

Assessment and question styles
• How high-achieving candidates can needlessly
miss marks
• How to answer the ‘analyse’ questions to access
the highest marks
• Successfully navigating the stimulus questions

5.30pm

The NEA coursework
• Lessons learned so far
• The ethical dimension in fieldwork
• Quality approaches to data analysis and
interpretation
• The challenges of writing evaluations and
conclusions
• Recommendations and sample marking

6.00pm

Webinar ends

Ensure your students can achieve the very best grades by
attending this teacher webinar to discover tried and tested
techniques that can help push marks over grade boundaries.
• Examine the AQA assessment requirements, deconstruct different
question types and identify key characteristics of successful NEA
investigations
• Examine the AQA assessment requirements, deconstruct different
question types and identify key characteristics of successful NEA
investigations
• Take advantage of our anytime, anywhere access – all registered
teachers receive both recordings to watch as many times as you
want, for up to 6 months

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

A-LEVEL

4.00pm

Webinar trainers: Stephen Durman & Sally Sumpter
Online: Thursday, 18th November 2021
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: GEA181121

AQA A-LEVEL

Teaching AQA A-level Geography for
the first time

AQA

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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AQA A-LEVEL

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACK

AQA

A-LEVEL

AQA A-level Geography: Guided Assessment
Practice Pack
Pack author: Sally Sumpter
Digital download
Pack fee: £150 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398343771
Written by leading expert Sally Sumpter, this Guided Assessment Practice Pack will
provide you with a time-saving, downloadable resource that will ensure your students
continue to develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and beyond.
Perfect for in-class and remote learning, this resource includes a student-focused guided
audio tour through the key content and the different exam style questions, as well as a
printable question paper. It also includes a follow-up presentation with audio commentary
that provides feedback on the practice question paper for your students to review model
answers and common pitfalls.
This accessible, clear and thorough pack is split into 3 components:
• A 55-slide PowerPoint enhanced with audio commentary that guides students through the
key content and explains how to approach the different question types
• A practice question paper – contains one of each question types, with a mix of Human
and Physical topics
• A follow-up 40-slide PowerPoint with audio commentary that provides feedback on the
practice question paper, including model answers and common pitfalls

ON-DEMAND STUDENT WEBINARS

AQA

A-LEVEL

Building students’ confidence: AQA A-level Geography On-Demand
Webinars
Webinar trainers: Dr. Claire Evans & David Redfern
Provide your students with access to our expert-led On-Demand Webinars that will develop their understanding and build
their confidence with particular topics.
Use our pre-recorded webinars flexibly for lessons, homework or remote learning. Students can watch them as many times as
they like, with access until 31st December 2021. The webinars lasts 90 minutes but there are regular opportunities to pause and
reflect. Activities are provided throughout for students to complete, so the full resource will take between 2 and 2.5 hours to work
through.

Building confidence
in the Carbon Cycle

Building confidence
in Changing Places

Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398350489

Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398350472

Building confidence
in Coastal Systems
and Landscapes

Building confidence
in Global Systems
and Global
Governance

Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398350465
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Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398350496
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ONLINE WORKSHOP

9.30am

Introductions and sound checks

9.35am

Getting to grips with the A-level course
• The ethos and stepping up from GCSE to A-level
• Understanding the course structure and
assessment model, including synopticity and
extended writing demands

10.15am

Comfort break

10.25am

Physical and Human Geography
• Key concepts with a particular focus on the Carbon
and Water Cycles, and Physical Landscapes
• Understanding the development, geopolitical and
social aspects of the specification

11.10am

Comfort break

11.20am

Exams and assessment
• Questions, command words, mark tariffs and mark
schemes: Understanding and using them
• Point versus levels-based marking, practical
application advice and how to provide feedback

12.05pm

Comfort break

12.10pm

Fieldwork and coursework skills
• Understanding when and where to undertake
fieldwork, linked to assessment and to support
teaching
• The demands of the NEA at A-level

1.00pm

Workshop ends

Workshop trainers: Cameron Dunn & David Holmes
Online: Wednesday, 6th October 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GE061021
Looking ahead to your first year of A-level Geography teaching?
This course is designed to answer all of your questions about
what to expect from your first year and boost your confidence.
• Build an understanding of the whole specification, how it fits into
two years, as well as its overall approach and ethos
• Gain confidence in terms of assessment and exams, including
mark schemes, marking and feedback
• Your chance to develop a better understanding of some key
content areas such as Carbon and Water Cycles and Physical
Landscapes
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

TEACHER WEBINAR

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography:
Supporting Year 13 students ahead of
the 2022 assessments

PEARSON EDEXCEL

How has the 2020-21 disruption to learning impacted your Year 13
students? Join trusted experts Bob Digby and Cameron Dunn on
our 120-minute Teacher Webinar to discuss, plan and build a plan
to support your students in the final year of their A-level.

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

The keys to success?
• Is it content or is it skills? What are the real
determinants of success at A-level and how
can we focus on these, and still keep lessons
inspirational and exciting?

4.10pm

Mind the gap
• Consider the gaps that have appeared - exam
skills and practice, content, fieldwork and others
• Which gaps should you focus on, and how best to
apply solutions?

4.30pm

NEA coursework update and support
• An update on coursework requirements for 2022
• How best to support students in terms of realistic
aims and data collection to maximise performance,
meet mark scheme and hit the guidance
requirements

5.00pm

NEA coursework update and support
• An update on coursework requirements for 2022
• How best to support students in terms of realistic
aims and data collection to maximise performance,
meet mark scheme and hit the guidance
requirements

5.30pm

Webinar ends

• Review the qualities and skills that students need to excel in their
studies and explore strategies to reinforce them
• Focus on exam skills, content gaps and their importance as well
as issues such as fieldwork and the NEA – your chance to focus
on what will really impact performance in 2022
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

A-LEVEL

3.30pm

Webinar trainers: Bob Digby & Cameron Dunn
Online: Wednesday, 13th October 2021
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: GEO131021

A-LEVEL

SAVE

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

How to teach Pearson Edexcel A-level
Geography

PEARSON EDEXCEL

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

ONLINE WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography:
Improving Grades E-C

9.30am

Introductions and sound checks

9.35am

E-C grade candidates and their qualities
• What does E-C grade assessment work actually
look like, and how does a C differ from an E?
• Examine the weaknesses and strengths of
students to better understand their needs

10.15am

Comfort break

10.25am

Improving AO2 and AO3 skills
• Focus on why AO2 skills are crucial to success, but
can be hard to develop as weaker candidates fall
back on AO1 knowledge and understanding
• Consider approaches to help improve data
stimulus and evaluation skills including how to give
feedback that helps students

11.10am

Comfort break

11.20am

And in the exams...
• Focus on question interpretation, unpicking
question meaning and using structures and toolkits
to help gain marks across the AOs
• Consider approaches to all three papers

12.05pm

Comfort break

12.10pm

Supporting realistic coursework
• This session will look at the ‘good, bad and ugly’
of NEAs to help you understand how to nudge E-C
students towards achievable goals that also have
headroom for higher grade achievement

1.00pm

Workshop ends

Workshop trainers: Bob Digby & Cameron Dunn
Online: Wednesday, 10th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEO101121
During this online workshop, you will hear from Bob Digby and
Cameron Dunn on how you can support the needs of students
who are looking at grades in the E-C range.
• Explore how you can support weaker students who can
sometimes be overlooked in the drive for A/A* grades, but often
a little work can yield significant performance improvement
especially in Year 13
• Focus on practical ways to support grade E-C students and
improve their performance in their assessments
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

ONLINE WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography:
New case studies and themes for
Year 12
Online: Wednesday, 24th November 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GE241121
Keeping up to date with the latest case studies and key themes
is difficult and labour intensive, especially for the core content
of Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography. Book your place on this
unique CPD event to enhance your subject knowledge and hear
expert guidance to support your students with core content.
• Reinforce your knowledge of Physical and Human Geography and
explore the latest updates to some of the most popular topics,
such as Superpowers

Introductions and sound checks

9.35am

Climate change and its tentacles
• An update on the latest IPCC Global Warming
projections, plus a review of the expected impacts
of global warming on both people and the
environment
• Examining progress towards emissions reduction
targets, and a consideration of the changing
sources of GHG emissions

10.15am

Comfort break

10.25am

Globalisation and the Changing World Order
• Is the world de-globalising, or has the process just
slowed? This session will also consider what our
teaching response to the pandemic should be
• We will also consider the BRICs, 20 years on from
the first use of the term

11.10am

Comfort break

11.20am

The Carbon Cycle and Energy Futures
• Do renewable sources and battery technology
represent an energy revolution, or are they just
window-dressing a fossil fuel world?
• This session will provide an update on energy
exploitation and use, linked to the Carbon Cycle
concept

12.05pm

Comfort break

12.10pm

Tectonic Hazard case studies
• A chance to review some recent events, with a
view to replacing some old favourite case studies
with some newer ones

1.00pm

Workshop ends

• Your opportunity to reset your thinking about the core content and
boost your bank of up-to-date case studies
• Can’t attend live? You can still book! Take advantage of our
anytime, anywhere access – all registered teachers receive the
full recording and resources to watch as many times as they want,
for up to 6 months

HOW TO BOOK

A-LEVEL

9.30am

Workshop trainers: Cameron Dunn & David Holmes
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ONLINE WORKSHOP

PEARSON EDEXCEL
9.30am

Introductions and sound checks

9.35am

The A /A* candidate
• A chance to consider the marks the top candidates
need to aim for, as well as the characteristics and
skills needed to achieve these marks
• How to encourage joined-up thinking and the use
of specialist concepts

10.15am

Comfort break

10.25am

Assessment and question styles for Papers 1 and 2
• Addressing the demands of the top bands in mark
schemes for data stimulus, short and longer essay
questions
• There will be a particular focus on evaluation and
higher order thinking skills

11.10am

Comfort break

11.20am

Paper 3 and synoptic thinking
• Focus on how to answer the ‘analyse’ questions
with the appropriate level of detail and
interpretation
• Detailed consideration of how to make a strong,
evidenced, synoptic, evaluative case in the 18- and
24-mark questions

12.05pm

Comfort break

12.10pm

The NEA coursework
• This session will consider a wide range of aspects
of the NEA, from the initial set-up to ensure
sufficient demand to encouraging unusual and
innovative approaches to data collection and
analysis

1.00pm

Workshop ends

Workshop trainer: Cameron Dunn & David Holmes
Online: Friday, 3rd December 2021
Workshop fee: £150 + VAT
Booking reference: GEO031221
How can you and your colleagues support B-grade and A-grade
students progress up the ladder of success? This online
workshop will provide you with a clearer understanding of
what an A / A* looks like in terms of marks in the exams and
performance on the NEA.
• Boost your understanding of how to prepare students to show
off their skills and understanding across a range of examination
question styles
• Consider what a top-level NEA looks like, and gain a bank of
ideas for developing synoptic thinking, and complex resource
interpretation for the Paper 3 Issues Analysis
• All registered teachers receive the full recording and resources to
watch as many times as they want, for up to 6 months

GUIDED ASSESSMENT PRACTICE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography:
Aiming for an A/A*

A-LEVEL

A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography:
Guided Assessment Practice Pack
Pack author: Cameron Dunn
Digital download
Pack fee: £150 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398343962
Written by leading expert Cameron Dunn, this Guided Assessment Practice Pack will
provide you with a time-saving, downloadable resource that will ensure your students
continue to develop the skills and techniques required for course success, and beyond.
Perfect for in-class and remote learning, this resource includes a student-focused guided
audio tour through the key content and the different exam style questions, as well as two
printable question papers with accompanying mark schemes that can be used to assess
understanding, highlight gaps in knowledge and record student progress. It also includes
follow-up presentations with audio commentary that provides feedback on the practice
question papers for your students to review model answers and common pitfalls.
This accessible, clear and thorough pack is split into 3 components:
• A PowerPoint enhanced with audio commentary that guides students through the key
content and explains how to approach the different question types
• 2 practice question papers (Human and Physical Geography) with an accompanying mark
schemes
• A follow-up PowerPoint with audio commentary that provides feedback on the two
practice question papers, including model answers and common pitfalls

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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ON-DEMAND STUDENT WEBINAR

PEARSON EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography: Skills for exam
success – On-Demand Student Webinar
Webinar trainer: Cameron Dunn
Digital download
Webinar fee: £110 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398346895
Provide your students with access to this expert-led On-Demand Webinar that will
develop their understanding and boost their knowledge.
Use this on-demand webinar flexibly for lessons, homework or remote learning and watch it
as many times as you want, with access until 31st December 2021.
This convenient and highly-focused On-Demand Webinar will focus on:
• Question interpretation, key words and command words
• The demands of different exam questions from short data stimulus to full, evaluative
essays
• Focus on synoptic skills for the Paper 3 Issues Analysis

ON-DEMAND STUDENT ECONFERENCE

PEARSON EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography:
Student eConference
eConference speakers: Bob Digby, Cameron Dunn & David Holmes
Digital download
eConference fee: £125 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398349094
Host Bob Digby, Cameron Dunn and Dave Holmes into your classroom (virtually)!
Discover our On-Demand Student eConference that focuses on the core and optional
content of Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography in a new and exciting way.
Providing you and your students with 8 pre-recorded sessions, this eConference pack can
be used flexibly for lessons, as part of homework or as a ready-made solution to remote
lesson plans.
How does it work?
Order your eConference Pack on our website and you’ll receive 8 PowerPoint presentations
written by Bob Digby, Cameron Dunn and David Holmes, as well as a further reading
list. Within each PowerPoint, you’ll find a direct link to the eConference video which will
allow you and your students to watch it as many times as you like, with access until 31st
December 2021.
What’s covered?
• Session 1: Skills for success – 31 mins
• Session 2: Tectonic hazard trends and contrasts – 38 mins
• Session 3: The water cycle: managing water supply – 45 mins
• Session 4: Carbon conundrums and energy questions – 32 mins
• Session 5: Topic 4A Regenerating Places – 30 mins
• Session 6: Topic 4B Diverse Places – 47 mins
• Session 7: Topic 8A Health, Human Rights and Intervention – 38 mins
• Session 8: Topic 8B Migration Identity and Sovereignty – 37 mins
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STUDENT TOPIC PACKS

PEARSON EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL

Pearson Edexcel A-level Geography Topic Packs
Ensure that your students have mastered the in-depth knowledge and higher-level skills
that are required at A-level Geography by purchasing our On-Demand Topic Packs that
provide them with an instant Geography expert
These unique and comprehensive Student Topic Packs contain detailed PowerPoints
enhanced with audio commentary to guide your students, step by step, through a particular
A-level topic.
Within the packs, your students will have access to:
• PowerPoint slides enhanced with audio commentary and notes to improve knowledge
and understanding of A-level content and concepts
• Quick Quiz activity and answers to help check, apply and consolidate their learning

PEARSON EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Pack authors: Bob Digby, Cameron Dunn & David Holmes

• An in-depth research task and case study activity to ensure they can build the skills they
need to excel

Coastal Landscapes and Change
Digital download
Pack fee: £100 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398321083

Diverse Places
Digital download
Pack fee: £100 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398321052

Globalisation
Digital download
Pack fee: £100 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398321069

Regenerating Places
Digital download
Pack fee: £100 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398321076

Tectonic Processes and Hazards
Digital download
Pack fee: £100 + VAT
ISBN: 9781398321045

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE

Book 2 webinars and get the 3rd for
free! Use promo code WF0008815
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Connecting learning for school,
home and the future

World-class and fully mapped curriculum resources that
can be used flexibly in the way that’s right for your school

Available for Key
Stages
3&4

Support
for students’
mental health and
wellbeing from
Kooth

Extend
learning
beyond school
with resources for
students and
families

Ongoing
professional
development for
teachers

“…eduu.school enables both a seamless user experience
and an agile, rapid delivery programme at national scale.”
- Chris Rothwell, Director of Education Microsoft Ltd

Find out more or sign up for a FREE trial at

hoddereducation.co.uk/eduu-secondary
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BOOKING FORM

Fill in the booking form below and return it via post or fax:
Hodder Education, Blenheim Court, George Street, Banbury, OX16 5BH

01295 222745

Booking reference:
Delegate name(s):
Job title(s):
Email address*:
Establishment name:
Address:
Postcode:
Telephone:

Date:

Purchase order number:
Please specify any special dietary requirements (e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten free):
*We need your email address in order to send you information about your event. If you would also like to receive the latest news, free resources
and discounts from Hodder Education, please sign up for eUpdates from the Hodder Education Group** by ticking this box For full details of our Privacy Notice,
please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button in the eUpdates or by going online and
managing your preferences.
**The Hodder Education Group consists of Hodder & Stoughton Limited, Rising Stars UK Limited and Galore Park Publishing Limited. Your data controller is Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the Hachette UK Group of companies where our systems are shared.
These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these respective companies (the “Group”).
Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), you will receive confirmation via email of your place, a full VAT invoice will then be posted to you.
Final details are emailed approximately 2 weeks before the date of the event. Our full Terms and Conditions are available on our website.
Our cancellation policy is as follows - 15 days or more prior to the event = no charge. Within 14 days of the event = Full charge.
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